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Abstract
In a distributed game we imagine a team Player engaging a team
Opponent in a distributed fashion. Such games and their strategies
have been formalised in concurrent games based on event struc-
tures. However there are limitations in founding strategies on tradi-
tional event structures. Sometimes a probabilistic distributed strat-
egy relies on certain benign races where, intuitively, several mem-
bers of team Player may race each other to make a common move.
Although there are event structures which support such parallel
causes, in which an event is enabled in several compatible ways,
they do not support an operation of hiding central to the com-
position of strategies; nor do they support probability adequately.
An extension of traditional event structures is devised which sup-
ports parallel causes and hiding, as well as the mix of probability
and nondeterminism needed to account for probabilistic distributed
strategies. The extension is tested in the construction of abicate-
gory of probabilistic distributed strategies with parallel causes. The
bicategory is rich in operations relevant to probabilisticas well as
deterministic parallel programming.

1. Introduction
This article considers probabilistic distributed games between two
teams, Player and Opponent. To set the scene, imagine a simple
distributed game in which team Opponent can perform two moves,
called 1 and 2, far apart from each other, and that team Playercan
just make one move, 3. Suppose that for Player to win they must
make their move iff Opponent makes one or more of their moves.
Informally Player can win by assigning two members of their team,
one to watch out for the Opponent move 1 and the other Opponent
move 2. When either watcher sees their respective Opponent move
they run back and make the Player move 3. Opponent could possi-
bly play both 1 and 2 in which case both watchers would run back
and could make their move together. Provided the watchers are per-
fectly reliable this provides a winning strategy for Player. No matter
how Opponent chooses to play or not play their moves, Player will
win; if Opponent is completely inactive the watchers wait forever
but then Player does win, eventually.

We can imagine variations in which the watchers are only reli-
able with certain probabilities with a consequent reduction in the
probability of Player winning against Opponent strategies. In such
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a probabilistic strategy Player can only determine probabilities of
their moves conditionally on those of Opponent. Because Player
has no say in the probabilities of Opponent moves beyond those
determined by causal dependencies of the strategy we are ledto a
Limited Markov Condition, of the kind discussed in [8]:

(LMC) In a situationx in which both a Player move⊕ and
an Opponent move⊖ could occur individually, if the Player
move and the Opponent move are causally independent,
then they are probabilistically independent; in a strategyfor
Player,Prob(⊕ ∣ x,⊖) = Prob(⊕ ∣ x).

The LMC is borne out in the game of “matching pennies” where
Player and Opponent in isolation, so independent from each other,
each make their choice of head or tails. Note we do not expect
that in all strategies for Player that two causally independent Player
moves are necessarily probabilistically independent; in fact, look-
ing ahead, because composition of strategies involves hiding inter-
nal moves such a property would not generally be preserved by
composition.

Let us try to describe the informal strategy above in terms of
event structures. In ‘prime’ event structures in which causally de-
pendency is expressed a partial order, an event is causally depen-
dent on a unique set of events,viz. those events below it in the
partial order. For this reason within prime event structures we are
forced to split the Player move into two events one for each watcher
making the move, onew1 dependent on Opponent move 1 and the
otherw2 on Opponent move 2. The two moves of the two watchers
stand for the same move in the game. Because of this they are in
conflict (or inconsistent) with each other.We end up with theevent
structure drawn below:

w1 ⊕ /o/o ⊕

⊖

❴LLR

⊖

❴LLR
w2

The polarities + and− signify moves of Player and Opponent, re-
spectively. The arrows represent the (immediate) causal dependen-
cies and the wiggly line conflict. As far as purely nondeterministic
behaviour goes, we have expressed the informal strategy reason-
ably well: no matter how Opponent makes or doesn’t make their
moves any maximal play of Player is assured to win. However con-
sider assigning conditional probabilities to the watcher moves. Sup-
pose the probability ofw1 conditional on 1 isp1, i.e. Prob(w1 ∣
1) = Prob(w1,1 ∣ 1) = p1 and that similarly forw1 its conditional
probabilityProb(w2 ∣ 2) = p2. Given that movew1 of Player and
move2 of Opponent are causally independent, from (LMC) we ex-
pect thatw1 is probabilistically independent of move2, i.e.

Prob(w1 ∣ 1,2) = Prob(w1 ∣ 1) = p1 ;

whether Opponent chooses to make move 2 or not should have no
influence on the watcher of move 1. Similarly,

Prob(w2 ∣ 1,2) = Prob(w2 ∣ 2) = p2 .
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Butw1 andw2 are in conflict, so mutually exclusive, and can each
occur individually when 1 and 2 have occurred ensuring that

p1 + p2 ≤ 1

—we haven’t insisted on one or the other occurring, the reason
why we have not written equality. The best Player can do is assign
p1 = p2 = 1/2. Against a counter-strategy with Opponent playing
one of their two moves with probability 1/2 this strategy only
wins half the time. We have clearly failed to express the informal
winning strategy accurately!

Present notions of “concurrent strategies,” the most general of
which are presented in [14], are or can be expressed using prime
event structures. If we are to be able to express the intuitive strategy
which wins with certainty we need to develop distributed proba-
bilistic strategies which allowparallel causesin which an event can
be enabled in distinct but compatible ways. ‘General’ eventstruc-
tures are one such model [13]. In the informal strategy described
in the previous section both Opponent moves would individually
enable the Player move, with all events being consistent, illustrated
below:

⊕

OR

⊖

✳ 33;

⊖

✏cck

But as we shall see general event structures do not support anap-
propriate operation of hiding central to the composition ofstrate-
gies. Nor is it clear how within general event structures onecould
express the variant of the strategy above in which the two watchers
succeed in reporting with different probabilities.

It has been necessary to develop a new model—event structures
with disjunctive causes(edc’s)—which support hiding and prob-
ability adequately, and into which both prime and general event
structures embed. The new model provides a foundation on which
to build a theory and rich language of probabilistic distributed
strategies with parallel causes. Without probability, it provides a
new bicategory of deterministic parallel strategies whichincludes,
for example, a deterministic strategy for computing “parallel or”—
Section 7.3.

Full proofs can be found in [16]. Appendix A summarises
the simple instances of concepts we borrow from enriched cate-
gories [5] and 2-categories [9].

2. Event structures
Event structures describe a process, or system, in terms of its pos-
sible event occurrences, their causal dependencies and consistency.
The simplest form, ‘prime’ event structures, are a concurrent, or
distributed, analogue of trees; though in such an event structure the
individual ‘branches’ are no longer necessarily sequencesbut have
the shape of a partial order of events.

2.1 Prime event structures

A (prime) event structurecomprises(E,≤,Con), consisting of
a setE of events(really event occurrences) which are partially
ordered by≤, the causal dependency relation, and a nonempty
consistency relationCon consisting of finite subsets ofE. The
relation e′ ≤ e expresses that evente causally depends on the
previous occurrence of evente′. That a finite subset of events is
consistent conveys that its events can occur together by some stage
in the evolution of the process. Together the relations satisfy several
axioms:

[e] =def {e
′ ∣ e′ ≤ e} is finite for alle ∈ E,

{e} ∈ Con for all e ∈ E,

Y ⊆X ∈ Con impliesY ∈ Con, and

X ∈ Con & e ≤ e′ ∈X impliesX ∪ {e} ∈ Con.

Given this understanding of an event structure, there is an accom-
panying notion of state, or history, those events that may occur up
to some stage in the behaviour of the process described. Aconfigu-
ration is a, possibly infinite, set of eventsx ⊆ E which is

consistent:X ⊆ x andX is finite impliesX ∈ Con , and

down-closed:e′ ≤ e ∈ x impliese′ ∈ x.

A configuration inherits a partial order from the ambient event
structure, and represents a possible partial-order history.

Two eventse, e′ are considered to be causally independent,
and calledconcurrent if the set {e, e′} is in Con and neither
event is causally dependent on the other. The relation ofimmediate
dependencye _ e′ meanse ande′ are distinct withe ≤ e′ and no
event in between. WriteC∞(E) for the configurations ofE and
C(E) for its finite configurations. For configurationsx, y, we use
x−⊂y to meany coversx, i.e. x ⊂ y with nothing in between, and
x

e
−Ð⊂y to meanx ∪ {e} = y for an evente ∉ x. We sometimes use

x
e
−Ð⊂ , expressing that evente is enabled at configurationx, when

x
e
−Ð⊂y for somey.

It will be very useful to relate event structures by maps. Amap
of event structuresf ∶ E → E′ is a partial functionf from E toE′

such that the image of a configurationx is a configurationfx and
any event offx arises as the image of a unique event ofx. Maps
compose as partial functions. WriteE for the ensuing category.

A map f ∶ E → E′ reflects causal dependency locally, in the
sense that ife, e′ are events in a configurationx of E for which
f(e′) ≤ f(e) in E′, thene′ ≤ e also inE; the event structureE
inherits causal dependencies from the event structureE′ via the
mapf . Consequently, a map preserves concurrency: if two events
are concurrent, then their images if defined are also concurrent.
In general a map of event structures need not preserve causal
dependency; when it does and is total we say it isrigid.

2.2 General event structures

A general event structure[11, 13] is a structure(E,Con,⊢) where
E is a set of event occurrences, the consistency relationCon is a
non-empty collection of finite subsets ofE satisfying

X ⊆ Y ∈ Con Ô⇒ X ∈ Con

and theenabling relation⊢⊆ Con ×E satisfies

Y ∈ Con & Y ⊇X & X ⊢ e Ô⇒ Y ⊢ e .

A configurationis a subset ofE which is

consistent:X ⊆fin x Ô⇒ X ∈ Con and

secured:∀e ∈ x∃e1,⋯, en ∈ x. en = e&∀i ≤ n.{e1,⋯, ei−1} ⊢ ei.

Again we writeC∞(E) for the configurations ofE andC(E) for
its finite configurations.

The notion of secured has been expressed through the existence
of a securing chain to express an enabling of an event within aset
which is a complete enabling in the sense that everything in the
securing chain is itself enabled by earlier members of the chain.
One can imagine more refined ways in which to express complete
enablings which are rather like proofs. Later the idea that complete
enablings are consistent partial orders of events in which all events
are enabled by earlier events in the order—“causal realisations”—
will play an important role in generalising general event structures
to structures supporting hiding and parallel causes.

A map f ∶ (E,Con,⊢) → (E′,Con′,⊢′) of general event
structures is a partial functionf ∶ E ⇀ E′ such that

X ∈ Con Ô⇒ fX ∈ Con′ &
∀e1, e2 ∈X. f(e1) = f(e2) Ô⇒ e1 = e2 and

X ⊢ e & f(e) is defined Ô⇒ fX ⊢′ f(e) .



Maps compose as partial functions with identity maps being iden-
tity functions. WriteG for the category of general event structures.

We can characterise those families of configurations arising
from a general event structure. Afamily of configurationswhich
comprises a familyF of sets such that

if X ⊆ F is finitely compatible inF then⋃X ∈ F ; and

if e ∈ x ∈ F then there exists a securing chaine1,⋯, en = e in
x such that{e1,⋯, ei} ∈ F for all i ≤ n.

The latter condition is equivalent to saying (i) that whenever e ∈
x ∈ F there is a finitex0 ∈ F such thate ∈ x0 ∈ F and (ii)
that if e, e′ ∈ x and e ≠ e′ then there isy ∈ F with y ⊆ x
s.t. e ∈ y ⇐⇒ e′ ≠ y. The elements of the underlying set⋃F
are itsevents. Such a family isstablewhen for any compatible non-
empty subsetX of F its intersection⋂X is a member ofF .

A configurationx ∈ F is irreducible iff there is a necessarily
uniquee ∈ x such that∀y ∈ F . e ∈ y ⊆ x implies y = x. Irre-
ducibles coincide with complete join irreducibles w.r.t. the order
of inclusion. It is tempting to think of irreducibles as represent-
ing minimal complete enablings. But, as sets, irreduciblesboth (1)
lack sufficient structure: in the formulation we are led to ofmini-
mal complete enabling as prime causal realisations, several prime
realisations can have the same irreducible as their underlying set;
and (2) are not general enough: there are prime realisationswhose
underlying set is not an irreducible.

A map between families of configurations fromF to G is a
partial functionf ∶ ⋃F ⇀ ⋃G between their events such that
for anyx ∈ F its imagefx ∈ G and

∀e1, e2 ∈ x. f(e1) = f(e2) Ô⇒ e1 = e2 .

Maps between general event structures satisfy this property. Maps
of families compose as partial functions.

The forgetful functor taking a general event structure to its fam-
ily of configurations has a left adjoint, which constructs a canon-
ical general event structure from a family: givenA, a family of
configurations with underlying eventsA, construct a general event
structure(A,Con,⊢) with

X ∈ Con iff X ⊆fin y, for somey ∈ A, and

X ⊢ a iff a ∈ A, X ∈ Con & e ∈ y ⊆X ∪ {a}, for somey ∈ A.

The above yields a coreflection of families of configurationsin
general event structures. It cuts down to an equivalence between
families of configurations andrepletegeneral event structures. A
general event structure(E,Con,⊢) is repleteiff

∀e ∈ E∃X ∈ Con. X ⊢ e ,

∀X ∈ Con∃x ∈ C(E). X ⊆ x and

X ⊢ e Ô⇒ ∃x ∈ C(E). e ∈ x & x ⊆X ∪ {e} .

The last condition is equivalent to stipulating that each minimal
enablingX ⊢ e, whereX is a minimal consistent set enablinge,
corresponds to an irreducible configurationX ∪ {e}.

2.3 On relating prime and general event structures

Clearly a prime event structure(P,≤,Con) can be identified with
a (replete) general event structure(P,⊢,Con) by taking

X ⊢ p iff X ∈ Con & [p] ⊆X ∪ {p} .

Indeed under this identification there is a full and faithfulembed-
ding of E in G. However (contrary to the claim in [13]) there is
no adjoint to this embedding. This leaves open the issue of pro-
viding a canonical way to describe a general event structureas a
prime event structure. This issue has arisen as a central problem
in reversible computation [3] and now more recently in the present
limitation of concurrent strategies described in the introduction. A

corollary of our work will be that the embedding of prime intogen-
eral event structures does have apseudoright adjoint, at the slight
cost of enriching prime event structures with equivalence relations.

3. Problems with general event structures
Why not settle for general event structures as a foundation for dis-
tributed strategies? Because they don’t support hiding so composi-
tion of strategies; nor do they support probability generally enough.

3.1 Probability and parallel causes

We return to the general-event-structure description of the strat-
egy in the Introduction. To turn this into a probabilistic strategy for
Player we should assign probabilities to configurations conditional
on Opponent moves.The watcher of 1 is causally independent of
Opponent move 2. Given this we might expect that the probability
of the watcher of 1 making the Player move 3 should be probabilis-
tically independent of move 2; after all, both moves 3 and 2 can
occur concurrently from configuration{1}. Applying LMC naively
would yield

Prob(1,3 ∣ 1) = Prob(1,2,3 ∣ 1,2) .

But similarly,Prob(2,3 ∣ 2) = Prob(1,2,3 ∣ 1,2), which forces
Prob(1,3 ∣ 1) = Prob(2,3 ∣ 2), i.e. that the conditional proba-
bilities of the two watchers succeeding are the same! In blurring
the distinct ways in which move 3 can be caused we have obscured
causal independence which has led us to identify possibly distinct
probabilities.

3.2 Hiding

With one exception, all the operations used in building strategies
and, in particular, the bicategory of concurrent strategies [10] ex-
tend to general event structures. The one exception, that ofhiding,
is crucial in ensuring composition of strategies yields a bicategory.

Consider a general event structure witheventsa, b, c, d ande;
enabling(1) b, c ⊢ e and (2)d ⊢ e, with all events other thane being
enabled by the empty set; andconsistencyin which all subsets are
consistent unless they contain the eventsa andb —the eventsa and
b are in conflict.

Any configuration will satisfy the assertion

(a ∧ e) Ô⇒ d

because ife has occurred it has to have been enabled by (1) or (2)
and ifa has occurred its conflict withb has prevented the enabling
(1), soe can only have occurred via enabling (2).

Now imagine the eventb is hidden, so allowed to occur invisi-
bly in the background. The configurations after hiding are those ob-
tained by hiding (i.e. removing) the invisible eventb from the con-
figurations of the original event structure. The assertion above will
still hold of the configurations after hiding. There isn’t a general
event structure with eventsa, c, d ande, and configurations those
which result when we hide (remove)b from the configurations of
the original event structure. One way to see this is to observe that
amongst the configurations after hiding we have

{c}−⊂{c, e} and{c}−⊂{a, c}

where both{c, e} and{a, c} have upper bound{a, c, d, e}, and yet
{a, c, e} is not a configuration after hiding as it fails to satisfy the
assertion. (In configurations of a general event structure if x−⊂y and
x−⊂z andy andz are bounded above, theny∪z is a configuration.)
Precisely the same problem can arise in the composition (with
hiding) of strategies based on general event structures.

To obtain a bicategory of strategies with disjunctive causes we
need to support hiding. We need to look for structures more general
than general event structures. The example above gives a clue: the



inconsistency should be one of inconsistency between (minimal
complete) enablings rather than events.

4. Adding disjunctive causes
To cope with disjunctive causes and hiding we must go beyond gen-
eral event structures. We introduce structures in which weobjectify
cause; a minimal complete enabling is no longer an instance of a
relation but a structure that realises that instance (cf. a judgement
of theorem-hood in contrast to a proof). This is in order to express
inconsistency between minimal complete enablings, inexpressible
as inconsistencies on events, that can arise when hiding.

Fortunately we can do this while staying close to prime event
structures. The twist is to regard “disjunctive events” as comprising
subsets of events of a prime event structure, the events of which are
now to be thought of as representing “prime causes” standingfor
minimal complete enablings. Technically, we do this by extending
prime event structures with an equivalence relation on events.

In detail, anevent structure with equivalence(an ese) is a struc-
ture

(P,≤,Con,≡)

where(P,≤,Con) satisfies the axioms of a (prime) event structure
and≡ is an equivalence relation onP .

An ese dissociates the two roles of enabling and atomic action
conflated in the events of a prime event structures. The intention is
that the eventsp of P , or really their corresponding down-closures
[p], describe minimal complete enablings,prime causes, while the
≡-equivalence classes ofP representdisjunctive events: p is a prime
cause of the disjunctive event{p}≡. Notice there may be several
prime causes of the same event and that these may beparallel
causesin the sense that they are consistent with each other and
not related in the order≤.

A configurationof the ese is a configuration of(P,≤,Con) and
we shall use the notation of earlier on event structuresC∞(P )
andC(P ) for its configurations, respectively finite configurations.
However, we modify the relation of concurrency a little and say
p1, p2 ∈ P are concurrentand writep1co p2 iff p1 /≡ p2 and
{p1, p2} ∈ Con and neitherp1 ≤ p2 norp2 ≤ p1.

When the equivalence relation≡ of an ese is the identity it is
essentially a prime event structure. This view is reinforced in our
choice of maps. A map from ese(P,≡P ) to (Q,≡Q) is a partial
function f ∶ P ⇀ Q which preserves≡, i.e. if p1 ≡P p2 then
either bothf(p1) andf(p2) are undefined or both defined with
f(p1) ≡Q f(p2)), such that for allx ∈ C(P )

(i) the direct imagefx ∈ C(Q), and

(ii) ∀p1, p2 ∈ x. f(p1) ≡Q f(p2) Ô⇒ p1 ≡P p2 .

Maps compose as partial functions with the usual identities.
It is not true that such maps preserve concurrency in general;

they only do so locally w.r.t.unambiguousconfigurations in which
no two distinct elements are≡-equivalent.

We regard two mapsf1, f2 ∶ P → Q as equivalent, and write
f1 ≡ f2, iff they are equi-defined and yield equivalent results,i.e.

if f1(p) is defined then so isf2(p) andf1(p) ≡Q f2(p), and
if f2(p) is defined then so isf1(p) andf1(p) ≡Q f2(p).
Composition respects≡: if f1, f2 ∶ P → Q with f1 ≡ f2 and

g1, g2 ∶ Q → R with g1 ≡ g2, theng1f1 ≡ g2f2. Write E≡ for
the category of ese’s; it isenriched in the category of sets with
equivalence relations—see Appendix A.

Ese’s support a hiding operation. Let(P,≤,ConP ,≡) be an ese.
Let V ⊆ P be a≡-closed subset of ‘visible’ events. Define the
projectionof P onV , to beP ↓V =def (V,≤V ,ConV ,≡V ), where
v ≤V v′ iff v ≤ v′ & v, v′ ∈ V andX ∈ ConV iff X ∈ Con & X ⊆
V andv ≡V v′ iff v ≡ v′ & v, v′ ∈ V .

Hiding is associated with a factorisation of partial maps. Let

f ∶ (P,≤P ,ConP ,≡P )→ (Q,≤Q,ConQ,≡Q)

be a partial map between two ese’s. Let

V =def {e ∈ E ∣ f(e) is defined} .

Thenf factors into the composition

P
f0 // P ↓V

f1 // Q

of f0, a partial map of ese’s takingp ∈ P to itself if p ∈ V and
undefined otherwise, andf1, a total map of ese’s acting likef on
V . We call f1 the defined partof the partial mapf . Because≡-
equivalent maps share the same domain of definition,≡-equivalent
maps will determine the same projection and≡-equivalent defined
parts. The factorisation is characterised to within isomorphism
by the following universal characterisation: for any factorisation

P
g0 // P1

g1 // Q whereg0 is partial andg1 is total there is
a (necessarily total) unique maph ∶ P ↓V → P1 such that

P
f0 //

g0 %%❏
❏❏

❏❏
❏ P ↓V

h��✤
✤

f1 // Q

P1

g1

99tttttt

commutes.
The categoryE≡ of ese’s supports hiding in the sense above. We

next show how replete general event structures embed in ese’s.

5. A pseudo adjunction
The (pseudo) functor fromG to E≡ is quite subtle but arises as a
right adjoint to a more obvious functor fromE≡ toG.

Given an ese(P,≤,Con,≡)we can construct a (replete) general
event structureges(P ) =def (E,ConE,⊢) by taking

E = P≡, the equivalence classes under≡;
X ∈ ConE iff ∃Y ∈ Con. X = Y≡; and
X ⊢ e iff X ∈ Con & e ∈ E &

∃p ∈ P. e = {p}≡ & [p]≡ ⊆X ∪ {e}.
The construction extends to a functorges ∶ E≡ → G as maps
between ese’s preserve≡; the functor takes a mapf ∶ P → Q of
ese’s to the mapges(f) ∶ ges(P )→ ges(Q) obtained as the partial
function induced on equivalence classes. Less obvious is that there
is a (pseudo) right adjoint toges . Its construction relies on extremal
causal realisations which provide us with an appropriate notion of
minimal complete enabling of events in a general event structure.

5.1 Causal realisations

LetA be a family of configurations with underlying setA.
A (causal) realisationof A comprises a partial order

(E,≤) ,

its carrier, such that the set{e′ ∈ E ∣ e′ ≤ e} is finite for all events
e ∈ E, together with a functionρ ∶ E → A for which the image
ρx ∈ A whenx is a down-closed subset ofE.

A map between realisations(E,≤), ρ and(E′,≤′), ρ′ is a par-
tial surjective functionf ∶ E ⇀ E′ which preserves down-closed
subsets and satisfiesρ(e) = ρ′(f(e)) whenf(e) is defined. It is
convenient to write such a map asρ ⪰f ρ′. Occasionally we shall
write ρ ⪰ ρ′, or the converseρ′ ⪯ ρ, to mean there is a map of
realisations fromρ to ρ′.

Such a map factors into a “projection” followed by a total map

ρ ⪰f1
1

ρ0 ⪰
f2
2

ρ
′

whereρ0 stands for the realisation(E0,≤0), ρ0 where

E0 = {r ∈ R ∣ f(r) is defined} ,



the domain of definition off , with ≤0 the restriction of≤, andf1
is the inverse relation to the inclusionE0 ⊆ E, andf2 is the total
functionf2 ∶ E0 → E′. We are using⪰1 and⪰2 to signify the two
kinds of maps. Notice that⪰1-maps are reverse inclusions. Notice
too that⪰2-maps are exactly the total maps of realisations. Total
mapsρ ⪰f

2
ρ′ are precisely those functionsf from the carrier ofρ

to the carrier ofρ′ which preserve down-closed subsets and satisfy
ρ = ρ′f .

We shall say a realisationρ is extremalwhenρ ⪰f
2
ρ′ impliesf

is an isomorphism, for any realisationρ′.
In the special case whereA is the family of configurations of a

prime event structure, it is easy to show that an extremal realisation
ρ forms a bijection with a configuration of the event structureand
that the order on the carrier coincides with causal dependency there.

The construction is more interesting whenA is the family of
configurations of a general event structure. In general, there is at
most one map between extremal realisations. Hence extremalre-
alisations ofA under⪯ form a preorder. Theorder of extremal
realisationshas as elements isomorphism classes of extremal re-
alisations ordered according to the existence of a map between rep-
resentatives of isomorphism classes. As we shall see, the order of
extremal realisations forms a prime-algebraic domain [7] with com-
plete primes represented by those extremal realisations which have
a top element—a direct corollary of Proposition 5.4 in the next sec-
tion. (We say a realisation has a top element when its carriercon-
tains an element which dominates all other elements in the carrier.)

We provide examples illustrating the nature of extremal real-
isations. In the examples it is convenient to describe families of
configurations by general event structures, taking advantage of the
economic representation they provide.

Example 5.1. This and the following example shows that extremal
realisations with a top do not correspond to irreducible configura-
tions. Below, on the right we show a general event structure with
irreducible configuration{a, b, c, d}. On the left we show two ex-
tremals with topsd1 andd2 which both have the same irreducible
configuration{a, b, c, d} as their image. The lettering indicates the
functions associated with the realisations,e.g.eventsd1 andd2 in
the partial orders map tod in the general event structure.
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Example 5.2. On the other hand there are extremal realisations
with top of which the image is not an irreducible configuration.
Below the extremal with top on the left describes a situationwhere
d is enabled byb and c being enabled bya. It has image the
configuration{a, b, c, d} which is not irreducible, being the union
of the two configurations{a} and{b, c, d}.
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Example 5.3. It is also possible to have extremal realisations in
which an event depends on an event of the family having been en-
abled in two distinct ways, as in the following extremal realisation

with top on the left.
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The extremal describes the eventf being enabled byd ande where
they are in turn enabled by different ways of enablingc. (Such
phenomena will be disallowed in edc’s.)

5.2 A right adjoint to ges

The right adjointer ∶ G → E≡ is defined on objects as follows. Let
A be a general event structure. Defineer(A) = (P ,ConP ,≤P ,≡P)
where

• P consists of a choice from within each isomorphism class of
those extremalsp of C∞(A) with a top element—we write
topA(p) for the image of the top element inA;

• Causal dependency≤P is ⪯ onP ;

• X ∈ ConP iff X ⊆fin P andtopA[X ] ∈ C∞(A)—the set[X]
is the≤P -downwards closure ofX;

• p1 ≡P p2 iff p1, p2 ∈ P andtopA(p1 ) = topA(p2 ).

Proposition 5.4. The configurations ofP , ordered by inclusion,
are order-isomorphic to the order of extremal realisationsof
C∞(A): an extremal realisationρ corresponds, up to isomorphism,
to the configuration{p ∈ P ∣ p ⪯ ρ} of P ; conversely, a configura-
tion x of P corresponds to an extremal realisationtopA ∶ x → A
with carrier (x,⪯), the restriction of the order ofP to x.

From the above proposition we see that the events ofer(A)
correspond to completely-prime extremal realisations [7]. Hence-
forth we shall use the term ‘prime extremal’ instead of the clumsier
‘extremal with top element.’

The component of the counit of the adjunction atA is given by
the functiontopA which determines a maptopA ∶ ges(er(A)) →
A of general event structures.

Theorem 5.5. LetA ∈ G. For all f ∶ ges(Q) → A in G, there is a
maph ∶ Q → er(A) in E≡ such thatf = topA ○ ges(h) i.e. so the
diagram

A ges(er(A))
topAoo

ges(Q)

f

dd■■■■■■■■■■
ges(h)

OO

commutes. Moreover, ifh′ ∶ Q → er(A) is a map inE≡ such that
f = topA ○ ges(h ′), thenh′ ≡ h.

The theorem does not quite exhibit a standard adjunction, be-
cause the usual cofreeness condition specifying an adjunction is
weakened to only having uniqueness up to≡. However the condi-
tion it describes does specify an exceedingly simple case ofpseudo
adjunctionbetween 2-categories—a set together with an equiva-
lence relation is a very simple example of a category (see Ap-
pendix A). As a consequence, whereas with the usual cofreeness
condition allows us to extend the right adjoint to arrows, soobtain-
ing a functor, in this case following that same line will onlyyield
a pseudo functorer as right adjoint: thus extended,er will only
necessarily preserve composition and identities up to≡.



The pseudo adjunction fromE≡ to G cuts down to a reflection
(i.e. the counit is a natural isomorphism) when we restrict to the
subcategory ofG where all general event structures are replete. Its
right adjoint provides a pseudo functor embedding replete general
event structures (and so families of configurations) in ese’s.

Example 5.6. On the right we show a general event structure and
on its left the ese which it gives rise to underer :
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6. EDC’S
Our major motivation in developing and exploring ese’s was in
order to extend strategies with parallel causes while maintaining
the central operation of hiding. What about the other operation key
to the composition of strategies,viz.pullback?

It is well-known to be hard to construct limits such as pullback
within prime event structures, so that we often rely on first carrying
out the constructions in stable families. It is sensible to seek an
analogous way to construct pullbacks or pseudo pullbacks inE≡.

6.1 Equivalence families

In fact, the pseudo adjunction fromE≡ to G factors through a
more basic pseudo adjunction to families of configurations which
also bear an equivalence relation on their underlying sets.An
equivalence-family(ef) is a family of configurationsA with an
equivalence relation≡A on its underlying set⋃A. We can iden-
tify a family of configurationsA with the ef (A,=), taking
the equivalence to be simply equality on the underlying set.A
map f ∶ (A,≡A) → (B,≡B) between ef’s is a partial function
f ∶ A ⇀ B between their underlying sets which preserves≡ so that

x ∈ A ⇒ fx ∈ B & ∀a1, a2 ∈ x. f(a1) ≡B f(a2)⇒ a1 ≡A a2 .

Composition is composition of partial functions. We regardtwo
maps

f1, f2 ∶ (A,≡A)→ (B,≡B)
as equivalent, and writef1 ≡ f2, iff they are equidefined and yield
equivalent results. Composition respects≡. This yields a category
of equivalence familiesFam≡ enriched in the category of sets with
equivalence relations.

Clearly we can regard an ese(P,≡P ) as an ef(C∞(P ),≡P )
and a function which is a map of ese’s as a map between the
associated ef’s, and this operation forms a functor. The functor has
a pseudo right adjoint built from causal realisations in a very similar
manner toer . The configurations of a general event structure form
an ef with the identity relation as its equivalence. This operation is
functorial and has a left adjoint which collapses an ef to a general
event structure in a similar way toges ; the adjunction is enriched
in equivalence relations. In summary, the pseudo adjunction

E≡
ges

⊺ 44 G
er

ss

factors into a pseudo adjunction followed by an adjunction

E≡ ⊺ 22 Fam≡
ss

⊺ 33 G .
rr

Fam≡ has pullbacks and pseudo pullbacks which are easy to
construct. For example, letf ∶ A → C andg ∶ B → C be total
maps of ef’s. AssumeA andB have underlying setsA andB.

DefineD =def {(a, b) ∈ A ×B ∣ f(a) ≡C g(b)} with projections
π1 andπ2 to the left and right components. OnD, taked ≡D d′

iff π1(d) ≡A π1(d′) andπ2(d) ≡B π2(d′). Define a family of
configurations of thepseudo pullbackto consist ofx ∈ D iff x ⊆D
such thatπ1x ∈ A & π2x ∈ B , and

∀d ∈ x∃d1,⋯, dn ∈ x. dn = d &

∀i ≤ n. π1{d1,⋯, di} ∈ A & π2{d1,⋯, di} ∈ B .

The efD with mapsπ1 andπ2 is the pseudo pullback off andg.
It would coincide with pullback if≡C were the identity.

But unfortunately (pseudo) pullbacks inFam≡ don’t provide
us with (pseudo) pullbacks inE≡ because the right adjoint is only
a pseudo functor; in general it will only carry pseudo pullbacks
to bipullbacks. WhileE≡ does have bipullbacks (in which com-
mutations and uniqueness are only up to the equivalence≡ on
maps) it doesn’t always have pseudo pullbacks or pullbacks—
Appendix B. Whereas pseudo pullbacks and pullbacks are char-
acterised up to isomorphism, bipullbacks are only characterised up
to a weaker equivalence, that induced on objects by the equivalence
on maps.While we could develop strategies with parallel causes in
the broad context of ese’s in general, doing so would mean that
the composition of strategies that ensued was not defined up to iso-
morphism. This in turn would weaken our intended definition and
characterisation of such strategies as those maps into games which
are stable under composition with copycat.

6.2 Edc’s defined

Fortunately there is a subcategory ofE≡ which supports hiding,
pullbacks and pseudo pullbacks. DefineEDC to be the subcategory
of E≡ with objects ese’s satisfying

p1, p2 ≤ p & p1 ≡ p2 Ô⇒ p1 = p2 .

We call such objectsevent structures with disjunctive causes
(edc’s). In an edc an event can’t causally depend on two distinct
prime causes of a common disjunctive event, and so rules out reali-
sations such as that illustrated in Example 5.3. In general,within E≡
we lose the local injectivity property that we’re used to seeing for
maps of event structures; the maps of event structures are injective
from configurations, when defined. However forEDC we recover
local injectivity w.r.t. prime configurations: iff ∶ P → Q is a map
in EDC, then

p1, p2 ≤P p & f(p1) = f(p2) Ô⇒ p1 = p2 .

The factorisation property associated with hiding inE≡ is inherited
by EDC.

As regards (pseudo) pullbacks, we are fortunate in that the
complicated pseudo adjunction between ese’s and ef’s restricts
down to a much simpler adjunction, in fact a coreflection, between
edc’s andstable ef’s. In an equivalence family(A,≡A) say a
configurationx ∈ A is unambiguousiff

∀a1, a2 ∈ x. a1 ≡A a2 Ô⇒ a1 = a2 .

An equivalence family(A,≡A), with underlying set of eventsA,
is stableiff it satisfies

∀x, y, z ∈ A. x, y ⊆ z & z is unambiguous⇒ x ∩ y ∈ A and

∀a ∈ A,x ∈ A. a ∈ x ⇒ ∃z ∈ A. z is unambiguous& a ∈ z ⊆ x .

In effect a stable equivalence family contains a stable subfamily of
unambiguous configurations out of which all other configurations
are obtainable as unions. Local to any unambiguous configuration
x there is a partial order on its events≤x: eacha ∈ x determines a
prime configuration

[a]x =def ⋂{y ∈ A ∣ a ∈ y ⊆ x} ,



the minimum set of events on whicha depends withinx; taking
a ≤x b iff [a]x ⊆ [b]x defines causal dependency betweena, b ∈ x.
WriteSFam≡ for the subcategory of stable ef’s.

(Pseudo) pullbacks in stable ef’s are obtained from those inef’s
simply by restricting to those configurations which are unions of
unambiguous configurations.

The configurations of an edc with its equivalence are easily
seen to form a stable ef providing a full and faithful embedding
of EDC in SFam≡. The embedding has a right adjointPr. It is
built out of prime extremals but we can take advantage of the fact
that in a stable ef unambiguous prime extremals have the simple
form of prime configurations. From a stable ef(A,≡A) we produce
an edcPr(A,≡A) =def (P,Con,≤,≡) in which P comprises the
prime configurations with

[a]x ≡ [a
′]x′ iff a ≡A a

′
,

Z ∈ Con iff Z ⊆ P & ⋃Z ∈ F and,

p ≤ p′ iff p, p′ ∈ P & p ⊆ p′ .

The adjunction is enriched in the sense that its natural bijection
preserves and reflects the equivalence on maps:

EDC ⊺ 22 SFam≡
Pr

rr

We can now obtain a (pseudo) pullback in edc’s by first forming
the (pseudo) pullback of the stable ef’s obtained as their configura-
tions and then taking its image under the right adjointPr. We now
have the constructions we need to support strategies based on edc’s.

6.3 Coreflective subcategories of edc’s

EDC is a coreflective subcategory ofE≡; the right adjoint simply
cuts down to those events satisfying the edc property. In turn EDC
has a coreflective subcategoryE0≡ comprising those edc’s which
satisfy

{p1, p2} ∈ Con & p1 ≡ p2 Ô⇒ p1 = p2 .

Consequently its maps are traditional maps of event structures
which preserve the equivalence. We derive adjunctions

E0≡ ⊺ 33 EDC ⊺ 33ss
E≡

ges

⊺ 33
ss

G .

er
ss

Note the last is only a pseudo adjunction. Consequently we obtain
a pseudo adjunction fromE0≡ , the a category of prime event struc-
tures with equivalence relations and general event structures—this
makes good the promise of Section 2.3. Inspecting the composite of
the last two adjunctions, we also obtain the sense in which replete
general event structures embed via a reflection in edc’s.

There is an obvious ‘inclusion’ functor from the category of
prime event structuresE to the categoryEDC; it extends an event
structure with the identity equivalence. RegardingEDC as a plain
category, so dropping the enrichment by equivalence relations, the
‘inclusion’ functor

E ↪ EDC

has a right adjoint,viz.the forgetful functor which given an edcP =
(P,≤,Con,≡) produces an event structureP0 = (P,≤,Con′) by
dropping the equivalence≡ and modifying the consistency relation
to

X ∈ Con′ iff X ⊆ P &X ∈ Con & p1 /≡ p2, for all p1, p2 ∈X .

The configurations ofP0 are the unambiguous configurations of
P . The adjunction is a coreflection because the inclusion functor is
full. Of course it is not the case that the adjunction is enriched: the
natural bijection of the adjunction cannot respect the equivalence
on maps; it cannot compose with the pseudo adjunction fromEDC
to G to yield a pseudo adjunction fromE toG.

Despite this the adjunction fromE toEDC has many useful prop-
erties. Of importance for us is that the functor forgetting equiva-
lence will preserve all limits and especially pullbacks. Itis help-
ful in relating composition of edc-strategies to the composition of
strategies based on prime event structures in [10]. In composing
strategies in edc’s we shall only be involved with pseudo pullbacks
of mapsf ∶ A → C andg ∶ B → C in which C is essentially an
event structure,i.e. an edc in which the equivalence is the identity
relation. The construction of such pseudo pullbacks coincides with
that of pullbacks. While this does not entail that composition of
strategies is preserved by the forgetful functor—because the forget-
ful functor does not commute with hiding—it will give us a strong
relationship, expressed as a map, between composition of the two
kinds of strategies (based on edc’s and based on prime event struc-
tures) after and before applying the forgetful functor. This has been
extremely useful in some proofs, in importing results from [10].

7. Strategies based on edc’s
We develop strategies in edc’s in a similar way to that of strategies
in [10], viz.as certain maps stable under composition with copycat.
But what is copycat on an edc? If games are edc’s, shouldn’t com-
position be based on pseudo pullback rather than pullback? To sep-
arate concerns and, at least initially, avoid such issues weassume
that games are (the edc’s of) prime event structures, ensuring that
in our uses of pullbacks they will coincide with pseudo pullbacks.

An edc with polaritycomprises(P,≡,pol), an edc(P,≡) in
which each elementp ∈ P carries a polaritypol(p) which is+ or
−, according as it represents a move of Player or Opponent, and
where the equivalence relation≡ respects polarity.

A mapof edc’s with polarity is a map of the underlying edc’s
which preserves polarity when defined. The adjunctions of the
previous chapter are undisturbed by the addition of polarity.

There are two fundamentally important operations on two-party
games. One is that of forming the dual game in which the moves of
Player and Opponent are reversed. On an edc with polarityA this
amounts to reversing the polarities of events to produce thedual
A⊥. The other operation is a simple parallel composition of games,
achieved on edc’s with polarityA andB by simply juxtaposing
them, ensuring a finite subset of events is consistent if its overlaps
with the two games are individually consistent, to formA∥B.

A game is represented by an edc with polarity in which the edc
is that of a prime event structure. Apre-strategyin edc’s, or anedc
pre-strategy, in a gameA is a total mapσ ∶ S → A of edc’s. A
pre-strategy from a gameA to a gameB is a pre-strategy in the
gameA⊥∥B. We shall shortly refine the notion of pre-strategy to
strategy. By a strategy in a game we will mean a strategy for Player.
A strategy for Opponent, or a counter-strategy, in a gameA will be
identified with a strategy inA⊥. A map f ∶ σ ⇒ σ′ of edc pre-
strategiesσ ∶ S → A andσ′ ∶ S′ → A is a mapf ∶ S → S′ of edc’s
with polarity such thatσ = σ′f ; in the standard way this determines
isomorphisms of edc pre-strategies, important for us in a moment.

7.1 Copycat

An important example of a strategy is thecopycatstrategy for a
gameA. This is a strategy in the gameA⊥∥A which, following
the spirit of a copycat, has Player moves copy the corresponding
Opponent moves in the other component. In more detail, the copy-
cat strategy comprisesγA ∶ CCA → A⊥∥A whereCCA is obtained
by adding extra causal dependencies toA⊥∥A so that any Player
move in either component causally depends on its copy, an Oppo-
nent move, in the other [10]. This generates a partial order of causal
dependency. A finite set is taken to be consistent if its down-closure
w.r.t. the order generated is consistent inA⊥∥A; the mapγA is the
identity function on events. We illustrate the construction on the
simple game comprising a Player move causally dependent on a



single Opponent move:
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In characterising the configurations of the copycat strategy an
important partial order on configurations is revealed. Clearly con-
figurations of a gameA are ordered by inclusion⊆. For configu-
rationsx andy, write x ⊆− y andx ⊆+ y when all the additional
events of the inclusion are purely Opponent, respectively,Player
moves. A configurationx of CCA is also a configuration ofA⊥∥A
and as such splits into two configurationsx1 on the left andx2 on
the right. The extra causal constraints of copycat ensure that the
configurations ofCCA are precisely those configurations ofA⊥∥A
for which it holds that

x2 ⊑A x1 , defined asx2 ⊇
−
x1 ∩ x2 ⊆

+
x1 .

Because it generalises the pointwise order of domain theory, initi-
ated by Dana Scott, we have called⊑A theScott order.

7.2 Composing edc pre-strategies

In composing two edc pre-strategies oneσ in A⊥∥B and anotherτ
in B⊥∥C one firstly instantiates the Opponent moves in component
B by Player moves inB⊥ andvice versa, and then secondly hides
the resulting internal moves overB. The first step is achieved effi-
ciently via pullback. Temporarily ignoring polarities, the pullback
in edc’s

A ∥ T
A∥τ
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“synchronises” matching moves ofS and T over the gameB.
But we require a strategy over the gameA⊥∥C and the pullback
T ⊛S has internal moves over the gameB. We achieve this via the
projection ofT ⊛ S to its moves overA andC. We make use of
the partial map fromA∥B∥C to A∥C which acts as the identity
function onA andC and is undefined onB. The composite partial
map

A ∥ T
A∥τ
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has defined part, yielding the composition

τ⊙σ ∶ T⊙S → A
⊥
∥C

once we reinstate polarities. The composition of edc strategiesτ⊙σ
is a form of synchronised composition of processes followedby the
hiding of internal moves, a view promulgated by Abramsky within
traditional game semantics of programs.

7.3 Edc strategies

The article [10] characterises through the properties of “innocence”
and “receptivity” those pre-strategies based on event structures
which are stable under composition with the copycat strategy; the
characterisation becomes the definition of concurrent strategy. We
imitate [10] and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a
pre-strategy in edc’s to be stable up to isomorphism under compo-
sition with copycat. Fortunately we can inherit a great dealfrom

the proof of [10] via the coreflection of event structures in edc’s of
Section 6.3.

An edc pre-strategyσ ∶ S → A is anedc strategyif it satisfies
the following axioms:
innocence:σ(s)_ σ(s′) if s _ s′ & pol(s) = + or pol(s′) = − .

∃-receptivity:if σx
a
−Ð⊂ in C(A) with polA(a) = − thenx

s
−Ð⊂ &

σ(s) = a, for somes ∈ S . (Unlike “receptivity” of [10] we do not
have uniqueness.)
+-consistency:X ∈ ConS if σX ∈ ConA and [X]+ ∈ ConS ,
whereX ⊆fin S. (The set[X]+ comprises the +ve elements in the
downwards closure ofX.)
non-redundancy:s1 = s2 if [s1) = [s2) & s1 ≡S s2 & polS(s1) =
polS(s2) = − .
≡-saturation:s1 ≡S s2 if σ(s1) = σ(s2) .

Theorem 7.1. Let σ ∶ S → A be an edc pre-strategy. Then,
σ ≅ γA⊙σ iff σ satisfies the axioms above.

Corollary 7.2. Let σ ∶ S → B⊥∥C be an edc pre-strategy. Then,
σ ≅ γC⊙σ⊙γB iff σ satisfies the axioms above.

We obtain a bicategory in which the objects are games, the
arrowsσ ∶ A + //B are edc strategiesσ from A to B and 2-
cells are total maps of pre-strategies with vertical composition their
usual composition. Horizontal composition is given by composition
⊙, which extends to a functor on 2-cells via the universality of
pullback and the factorisation property of hiding. An edc strategy
σ ∶ A + //B corresponds to its dualσ⊥ ∶ B⊥ + //A⊥, yielding (a
bicategorical variant of) compact-closure though this canweaken
to ∗-autonomy with the addition of extra structure such as winning
conditions or pay-off.

An edc strategyσ ∶ S → A is deterministicif S is deterministic
as an edc with polarity:

∀X ⊆fin S. [X]− ∈ ConS Ô⇒ X ∈ ConS ,

where[X]− is all the Opponent moves in the down-closure[X]; in
other words, consistent behaviour of Opponent implies consistent
behaviour.S being deterministic is equivalent to

x
s1
−Ð⊂ & x

s2
−Ð⊂ & pol(s1) = + ⇒ x ∪ {s1, s2} ∈ C(S) .

for all x ∈ C(S), s1, s2 ∈ S. Copycat strategiesγA are deterministic

iff the gameA is race-free: if x
a
−Ð⊂ andx

a′

−Ð⊂ in C(A) with a
anda′ of opposing polarities, thenx ∪ {a,a′} ∈ C(A). We obtain
a sub-bicategory of deterministic edc strategies between race-free
games [10].

Such parallel deterministic strategies include the strategy sketched
informally in the Introduction in which Player makes a move iff
Opponent makes one or more of their moves:

⊕ ≡ ⊕

⊖

❴LLR

⊖

❴LLR
σ
Ð→ ⊕

⊖ ⊖

Along the same lines there is a parallel deterministic strategy for
computing “parallel or.”

8. Probabilistic edc strategies
8.1 Probabilistic event structures

A probabilistic event structure essentially comprises an event struc-
ture together with a continuous valuation on the Scott-opensets of
its domain of configurations.1 The continuous valuation assigns a

1 A Scott-opensubset of configurations is upwards-closed w.r.t. inclusion
and such that if it contains the union of a directed subsetS of configurations
then it contains an element ofS. A continuous valuationis a functionw



probability to each open set and can then be extended to a proba-
bility measure on the Borel sets [4]. However open sets are several
levels removed from the events of an event structure, and an equiv-
alent but more workable definition is obtained by considering the
probabilities of sub-basic open sets, generated by single finite con-
figurations; for each finite configurationx this specifiesProb(x)
the probability of obtaining eventsx, so as result a configuration
which extends the finite configurationx. Such valuations on config-
uration determine the continuous valuations from which they arise,
and can be characterised through the device of “drop functions”
which measure the drop in probability across certain generalised in-
tervals. The characterisation yields a workable general definition of
probabilistic event structure as event structures withconfiguration-
valuations, viz. functions from finite configurations to the unit in-
terval for which the drop functions are always nonnegative [14].

In detail, a probabilistic event structurecomprises an event
structureE with a configuration-valuation, a functionv from the
finite configurations ofE to the unit interval which is

(normalized)v(∅) = 1 and has

(non−ve drop)dv[y;x1,⋯, xn] ≥ 0 wheny ⊆ x1,⋯, xn for
finite configurationsy,x1,⋯, xn of E,

where the “drop” across the generalized interval starting at y and
ending at one of thex1,⋯, xn is given by

dv[y;x1,⋯, xn] =def v(y) −∑
I

(−1)∣I∣+1v(⋃
i∈I

xi)

—the indexI ranges over nonemptyI ⊆ {1,⋯, n} such that the
union⋃i∈I xi is a configuration. The “drop”dv[y;x1,⋯, xn] gives
the probability of the result being a configuration which includes
the configurationy and does not include any of the configurations
x1,⋯, xn.

If x ⊆ y in C(E), thenProb(y ∣ x) = v(y)/v(x); this is the
probability that the resulting configuration includes the eventsy
conditional on it including the eventsx.

8.2 Probability with an Opponent

This prepares the ground for a general definition of distributed
probabilistic strategies, based on edc’s. Firstly though,we should
restrict to race-free games, in particular because withoutcopycat
being deterministic there would be no probabilistic identity strate-
gies. A probabilistic edc strategy in a gameA, is an edc strategy
σ ∶ S → A in which we endowS with probability, while taking
account of the fact that in the strategy Player can’t be awareof the
probabilities assigned by Opponent. We do this through extending
the definition of configuration-valuation via an axiom (lmc)which
implies the Limited Markov Condition, LMC, of the Introduction.

Precisely, aconfiguration-valuationis now a functionv, from
finite configurations ofS to the unit interval, which is

(normalized)v(∅) = 1, satisfies

(lmc) v(x) = v(y) whenx ⊆− y for finite configurationsx, y
of S, and the

(+ve drop condition)dv[y;x1,⋯, xn] ≥ 0 wheny ⊆+ x1,⋯, xn

for finite configurations ofS.

Whenx ⊆+ y in C(S), we can still expressProb(y ∣ x), the
conditional probability of Player making the movesy ∖ x givenx,
asv(y)/v(x). In fact all such conditional probabilities determine
v via normalisation and lmc. AsA is race-free it followsS is also

from the Scott-open subsets ofC∞(E) to [0,1] which is (normalized)
w( C∞(E)) = 1; (strict) w(∅) = 0; (monotone) U ⊆ V Ô⇒
w(U) ≤ w(V ); (modular) w(U ∪V )+w(U ∩V ) = w(U)+w(V ); and
(continuous)w(⋃i∈I Ui) = supi∈Iw(Ui), for directedunions. The idea:
w(U) is the probability of a result in open setU .

race-free. Hence ifx is a finite configuration at whichx
⊕
−Ð⊂ and

x
⊖
−Ð⊂ thenx ∪ {⊕,⊖} is also a configuration, and both moves are
⊕,⊖ are causally independent (or concurrent). From lmc we obtain
LMC directly: Prob(⊕ ∣ x) = Prob(x,⊕ ∣ x) =

v(x ∪ {⊕})/v(x) = v(x ∪ {⊕,⊖})/v(x ∪ {⊖}) =
Prob(x,⊕,⊖ ∣ x,⊖) = Prob(⊕ ∣ x,⊖) .

A dual form of LMC will hold of a counterstrategy, a strategy for
Opponent; the LMCs for Player and Opponent will together ensure
the probabilistic independence of Player and Opponent moves from
a common configuration.

A probabilistic edc strategyin race-free gameA comprises an
edc strategyσ ∶ S → A with a configuration-valuationv for S.
A probabilistic edc strategybetween race-free gamesA to B is
a probabilistic edc strategy inA⊥∥B. Note that the configuration-
valuation of an edc doesn’t necessarily respect the equivalence of
the edc; different prime causes of a common disjunctive event may
well be associated with different probabilities.

Example 8.1. Recall the game of the Introduction. In the edc
strategy w1 ⊕ ≡ ⊕

⊖

❴LLR

⊖

❴LLR
w2 of Section 7.3 individual success of

the two watchers may be associated with probabilitiesp1 ∈ [0,1]
andp2 ∈ [0,1], respectively, and their joint success withq ∈ [0,1]
provided they form a configuration valuationv. In other words,
v(x) = p1 if x containsw1 and notw2; v(x) = p2 if x contains
w2 and notw1; and v(x) = q if x contains bothw1 and w2;
v(x) = 1 otherwise; andp1 + p2 − q ≤ 1, in order to satisfy the
+-drop condition. ◻

We extend the usual composition of edc strategies to proba-
bilistic edc strategies. Assume probabilistic edc strategiesσ ∶ S →
A⊥∥B, with configuration-valuationvS , andτ ∶ T → B⊥∥C with
vT . Their composition is defined to beτ⊙σ ∶ T⊙S → A⊥∥C with
a configuration-valuationv given by

v(x) = vS(π
S
1 x).vT (π

T
2 x)

for x a finite configuration ofT⊙S. The configurationπS
1 x is the

component inC(S) of the projectionπ1x ∈ C(S∥C) from the
pullback defined in Section 7.2; similarlyπT

2 x is theT -component
of π2x. The proof thatv is indeed a configuration-valuation is quite
subtle and relies heavily on properties of “drop” functions.

8.3 A bicategory of probabilistic edc strategies

We obtain a bicategory of probabilistic edc strategies in which
objects are race-free games. Maps are probabilistic edc strategies.
Identities are given by copycat strategies, which for race-free games
are deterministic, so permit configuration-valuations which are
constantly 1. Generally, a probabilistic edc strategy isdeterministic
if its configuration-valuation assigns 1 to all finite configurations;
its underlying edc strategy is then necessarily deterministic too.

The 2-cells of the bicategory require consideration. Whereas we
can always “push forward” a probability measure from the domain
to the codomain of a measurable function this is not true generally
for configuration-valuations involving Opponent moves. However:

Theorem 8.2. Let f ∶ σ ⇒ σ′ be a 2-cell between edc strate-
gies σ ∶ S → A and σ′ ∶ S′ → A which is a rigid map of
event structures. Letv be a configuration-valuation onS. Taking
v′(y) =def ∑x∶fx=y v(x) for y ∈ C(S′), defines a configuration-
valuation, writtenfv, onS′.

A 2-cell fromσ, v to σ′, v′ is a 2-cellf ∶ σ ⇒ σ′ of edc strate-
gies in whichf ∶ S → S′ is a rigid map of event structures and for
which the “push-forward”fv satisfies(fv)(x′) ≤ v′(x′) , for all



configurationsx′ ∈ C(S′). Rigid 2-cells include rigid embeddings
giving the machinery to define probabilistic strategies recursively.

9. Constructions on probabilistic edc strategies
Following [2, 15], race-free games play the role of types andsup-
port operations of forming the dualA⊥, simple parallel composition
A∥B, sumΣi∈IAi and recursively-defined games. Terms have typ-
ings

x1 ∶ A1,⋯, xm ∶ Am ⊢ t ⊣ y1 ∶ B1,⋯, yn ∶ Bn ,

where all the variables are distinct, and denote probabilistic edc strate-
gies from the game⃗A = A1∥⋯∥Am to the gameB⃗ = B1∥⋯∥Bn.
We can think of the termt as a box with input wiresx1,⋯, xm

and output wiresy1,⋯, yn. The termt denotes a probabilistic edc
strategyS → A⃗⊥∥B⃗ with configuration valuationv and describes
witnesses, finite configurations ofS, to a relation between finite
configurations⃗x of A⃗ and y⃗ of B⃗, together with their conditional
probabilities. The following constructions, first described for (prob-
abilistic) concurrent strategies in [2, 15], extend to (probabilistic)
edc strategies, though note that duplication now becomes determin-
istic as an edc strategy for a broader class of games.
CompositionΓ ⊢ ∃∆. [ t ∥ u ] ⊣ H if Γ ⊢ t ⊣∆ and∆ ⊢ u ⊣ H.
Probabilistic sum Γ ⊢ Σi∈Ipiti ⊣ ∆ if Γ ⊢ ti ⊣ ∆ for i ∈ I ,
assumed countable, and a sub-probability distributionpi, i ∈ I . The
empty sum denotes�, the minimum strategy in the gameΓ⊥∥∆.
Conjunction Γ ⊢ t1 ∧ t2 ⊣ ∆ is given by pullback ofΓ ⊢ t1 ⊣ ∆
andΓ ⊢ t2 ⊣∆ from the gameΓ⊥∥∆.
Copycat termsof the formx⃗ ∶ A⃗ ⊢ gy⃗ ⊑C fx⃗ ⊣ y⃗ ∶ B⃗ , where
f ∶ A⃗ → C andg ∶ B⃗ → C are (affine) maps of event structures
preserving polarity. Such terms introduce new “causal wiring” and
subsume copycat, injections and projections associated with sums,
and prefix operations and can achieve the effect ofλ-abstraction on
strategies [2]. With composition they allow us to express atrace
operation.They denote deterministic edc strategies—so a proba-
bilistic edc strategy with configuration-valuation constantly one—
providedf reflects−-compatibility andg reflects+-compatibility.
The mapg reflects+-compatibility if wheneverx ⊆+ x1 and
x ⊆+ x2 in the configurations of⃗B andfx1 ∪ fx2 is a configu-
ration, then so isx1 ∪ x2. Reflecting−-compatibility is analogous.
Duplication Duplications of arguments is essential if we are to sup-
port the recursive definition of strategies. We duplicate arguments
through an edc strategyδA ∶ A + //A∥A. Intuitively it behaves like
the copycat strategy but where a Player move in the left component
may be caused in parallel by either of its corresponding Opponent
moves from the two components on the right. We showδA when
A consists of a single Player move⊕ and, respectively, a single
Opponent move⊖:

A = ⊕, ⊕

⊖

✳ 33;♥♥♥

✏ ##+PPP
⊕

A = ⊖, ⊕

≡

⊖
✤llr

⊕ ⊖
✤llr

The general definition is in Appendix C. In general, duplication
δA is deterministic iffA is deterministic for Opponent, i.e. A⊥ is
deterministic as an edc with polarity. ThenδA extends directly to a
probabilistic edc strategy and is a comonoid. (When the duplication
strategy is based on prime event structures, the duplication strat-
egy is not deterministic unless the game consists purely of Player
moves, making associativity fail with the introduction of probabil-
ity [15].)
RecursionOnce we have duplication strategies we can treat recur-
sion using standard machinery [12]; recall that 2-cells, the maps
between probabilistic strategies, include rigid embeddings, so an
approximation order⊴ of rigid inclusions. The order forms a ‘large
complete partial order’ with a bottom element the minimum strat-
egy�. Givenx ∶ A,Γ ⊢ t ⊣ y ∶ A, the termΓ ⊢ µx ∶A. t ⊣ y ∶ A

denotes the⊴-least fixed point amongst probabilistic strategiesX
in Γ⊥∥A of the⊴- continuous operationF (X) = t⊙(idΓ∥X)⊙δΓ.
This requires the gamesΓ are deterministic for Opponent.

9.1 Special cases and extensions

The constructions yielddeterministicedc strategies if we avoid
probabilistic sums.

If we drop probability, we can drop race-freeness on games,
the determinacy conditions on copycat terms and parametersof
recursions, and replace probabilistic by nondeterministic sum, to
obtain constructions fornondeterministicedc strategies.

Even without probability, we obtain an interesting bicategory
if we restrict to games in which all moves are those of Player.
Duplication is now expressible in event structures. If we further
restrict to strategies described with event structures (sothe concur-
rent strategies of [10]) we obtain a monoidal-closed bicategory with
simple parallel composition as tensor. With the addition ofproba-
bility we obtain a framework for probabilistic dataflow. Note that
probability distributions one.g.domains of infinite streams induced
by configuration-valuations can well be continuous on theirmaxi-
mal elements. Given all this the much richer types and language of
the previous section should support a useful style of probabilistic
programming based on probabilistic strategies.

In general, games can be extended to games withimperfect
informationandpay-offas in [14]; then they, and the probabilistic
concurrent games of [14], include Blackwell games [6].

There is an alternative method for introducingparallel causes
via symmetry, through a pseudo monad? on games; an edc strategy
in a gameA corresponds to a strategy in?A; the monad? intro-
duces multiple symmetric parallel causes to Player moves [1, 16].
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A. Equiv-enriched categories
Here we explain in more detail what we mean when we say
“enriched in the category of of sets with equivalence relations” and
employ terms such as “enriched adjunction,” “pseudo adjunction”
and “pseudo pullback.”

Equiv is the category ofequivalence relations. Its objects are
(A,≡A) comprising a setA on which there is an equivalence
relation≡A. Its mapsf ∶ (A,≡A) → (B,≡B) are total functions
f ∶ A → B which preserve equivalence.

We shall use some basic notions from enriched category
theory [5]. We shall be concerned with categories enriched in
Equiv, calledEquiv-enriched categories, in which the homsets
possess the structure of equivalence relations, respectedby
composition. This is the sense in which we say categories are
enriched in (the category of) equivalence relations. We similarly
borrow the concept of anEquiv-enriched functor betweenEquiv-
enriched categories which preserve equivalence in acting on
homsets. AnEquiv-enriched adjunction is a usual adjunction
in which the natural bijection preserves and reflects equivalence.

Because an object inEquiv can be regarded as a (very simple)
category, we can regardEquiv-enriched categories as a (very
simple) 2-categories to which notions from 2-categories apply [9].

A pseudo functorbetweenEquiv-enriched categories is like
a functor but the usual laws only need hold up to equivalence.A
pseudo adjunction(or biadjunction) between 2-categories permits
a weakening of the usual natural isomorphism between homsets,
now also categories, to a natural equivalence of categories. In
the special case of a pseudo adjunction betweenEquiv-enriched
categories the equivalence of homset categories amounts toa pair
of ≡-preserving functions whose compositions are≡-equivalent to
the identity function. With traditional adjunctions by specifying
the action of one adjoint solely on objects we determine it asa
functor; with pseudo adjunctions we can only determine it asa
pseudo functor—in general a pseudo adjunction relates two pseudo
functors. Pseudo adjunctions compose in the expected way. An
Equiv-enriched adjunction is a special case of a 2-adjunction
between 2-categories and a very special case of pseudo adjunction.
In this article there are many cases in which we compose an
Equiv-enriched adjunction with a pseudo adjunction to obtain a
new pseudo adjunction.

Similarly we can specialise the notions pseudo pullbacks and
bipullbacks from 2-categories toEquiv-enriched categories. Let
f ∶ A → C andg ∶ B → C be two maps in anEquiv-enriched
category. Apseudo pullbackof f andg is an objectD and maps
p ∶ D → A andq ∶ D → B such thatf ○ p ≡ g ○ q which satisfy
the further property that for anyD′ and mapsp′ ∶ D′ → A and
q′ ∶ D′ → B such thatf ○ p′ ≡ g ○ q′, there is a unique map
h ∶ D′ → D such thatp′ = p ○ h andq′ = q ○ h. There is an
obvious weakening of pseudo pullbacks to the situation in which
the uniqueness is replaced by uniqueness up to≡ and the equalities
by ≡—these are simple special cases of bilimits calledbipullbacks.

Right adjoints in a 2-adjunction preserve pseudo pullbacks
whereas right adjoints in a pseudo adjunction are only assured to
preserve bipullbacks.

B. On (pseudo) pullbacks of ese’s
We show that the enriched category of ese’sE≡ does not always
have pullbacks and pseudo pullbacks of mapsf ∶ A → C and

g ∶ B → C, the reason why we use the subcategoryEDC, which
does, as a foundation on which to develop strategies with parallel
causes. It suffices to exhibit the lack of pullbacks whenC is an
(ese of an) event structure as then pullbacks and pseudo pullbacks
coincide. TakeC to be

C '&%$ !"#a

'&%$ !"#b

��������c

'&%$ !"#d '&%$ !"#e

with A andB being respectively

A /.-,()*+a1 /.-,()*+a2

/.-,()*+b1 /.-,()*+b2

/.-,()*+c1

❴LLR

✽ 77A

/.-,()*+c2

❴LLR

✝]]g

'&%$ !"#d

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#e

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#a

'&%$ !"#b

❴LLR

��������c

'&%$ !"#d '&%$ !"#e

B

with the obvious mapsf ∶ A → C andg ∶ B → C (given by the
lettering). In fact,A andB are edc’s.

The pullback in edc’sEDC does exist and is given by

P /.-,()*+a1 /.-,()*+a2

/.-,()*+b1

❴LLR

/.-,()*+b2

❴LLR

/.-,()*+c1

❴LLR

/.-,()*+c2

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#d

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#e

❴LLR

with the obvious projection maps. However this is not a pullback
in E≡. Consider the ese

D /.-,()*+a1

/.-,()*+b1 /.-,()*+b2

✂
[[e ❇❇❇❇❇❇

/.-,()*+c1

✽ 77A

❴LLR

/.-,()*+c2

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#d

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#e

❴LLR

with the obvious total maps toA andB; they form a commuting
square withf andg. This cannot factor throughP : eventb2 has
to be mapped tob2 in P , but thena1 cannot be mapped toa1 (it
wouldn’t yield a map) nor toa2 (it would violate commutation
required of a pullback).



There is a bipullback got by applying the pseudo functorer to
the pullback in ef’s:

/.-,()*+a1 76540123a2′ 76540123a1′ /.-,()*+a2

/.-,()*+b1

✄
[[f ❈❈❈❈❈❈❈

❴LLR

/.-,()*+b2

❴LLR ❀ 88C
④④④④④④④

/.-,()*+c1

❴LLR

▲AAI
☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞☞ /.-,()*+c2

❴LLR

r
UU] ✷✷✷✷✷✷✷✷✷✷✷✷

'&%$ !"#d

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#e

❴LLR

But this is not a pullback because in the eseE below the required
mediating map is not unique in thata1 can go to eithera1 or a1′:

E /.-,()*+a1

/.-,()*+b1

❴LLR

/.-,()*+b2

✂
[[e ❇❇❇❇❇❇

/.-,()*+c1

❴LLR

/.-,()*+c2

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#d

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#e

❴LLR

In fact, there is no pullback off andg. To show this we use an
additional ese:

F /.-,()*+a1

/.-,()*+b1

❴LLR

/.-,()*+b2

/.-,()*+c1

❴LLR

/.-,()*+c2

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#d

❴LLR

'&%$ !"#e

❴LLR

SupposeQ with projection maps toA andB were a pullback
of f andg in E≡. Consider the three ese’sD, E andF with their
obvious maps toA andB; in each case they form a commuting
square withf andg. There are three unique mapshD ∶ D → Q,
hE ∶ E → Q, andhF ∶ F → Q such that the corresponding
pullback diagrams commute. We remark that there are also obvious
mapskD ∶ E → D andkF ∶ E → F (given by the lettering)
which commute with the maps to the componentsA andB. By
uniqueness, we havehD ○ kD = hE = hF ○ kF , so we have
hD(a1) = hF (a1). From the definition of the maps, the event
hD(a1) = hF (a1) has at most one≤-predecessor inQ which is
sent tob in C (asD only has one). Because of the projection toB,
it has at least one (asB has one). So the eventhD(a1) = hF (a1)
has exactly one predecessor which is sent tob. From the definition
of maps, this event ishD(b2) which equalshF (b1). But hD(b2)
cannot equalhF (b1) as they go to two different events ofA —a
contradiction. Hence there can be no pullback off andg in E≡.
(By adding intermediary events, we would encounter essentially
the same example in the composition, before hiding, of strategies
if they were to be developed within the broader category of ese’s.)

C. The edc duplication strategy
We present the general definition of the edcduplicationstrategy
δA ∶ A + //A∥A for a race-free gameA.

For each triple(x, y1, y2), wherex ∈ C(A⊥) andy1, y2 ∈ C(A),
which isbalanced, i.e.

∀a ∈ y1 ∪ y2. polA(a) = + Ô⇒ a ∈ x and

∀a ∈ x. polA⊥(a) = + Ô⇒ a ∈ y1 or a ∈ y2 ,

andchoicefunctionχ ∶ x+ → {1,2} , from the positive events
of x denoted byx+, such thatχ(a) = 1 Ô⇒ a ∈ y1 and
χ(a) = 2 Ô⇒ a ∈ y2, the orderq(x, y1, y2;χ) is defined to have
underlying set{0}×x ∪ {1}×y1 ∪ {2}×y2 with order generated
by that inherited fromA⊥∥A∥A together with

{((0, a), (1, a)) ∣ a ∈ y1 & polA(a) = +} ∪

{((0, a), (2, a)) ∣ a ∈ y2 & polA(a) = +} ∪

{((χ(a), a), (0, a)) ∣ a ∈ x & polA⊥(a) = +} .

Now we can defineδA ∶ DA → A⊥∥A∥A. The edcDA

comprises(DA,≤,Con,≡,pol) with

eventsDA consisting of alld = q(x, y1, y2;χ), for balanced
(x, y1, y2) and choice functionχ, which have a top element
δA(d);

causal dependencyd ≤ d′ iff there is a rigid inclusion map from
d into d′ (regarded as event structures);

consistencyX ∈ Con iff X ⊆fin DA and the image of its≤-
down-closure,δA[X], is consistent inA⊥∥A∥A;

equivalenced ≡ d′ iff δA(d) = δA(d′), i.e. they have the same
top element inA⊥∥A∥A; and

with the polarity of eventsDA inherited from the polarity of
their top elements,i.e.pol(d) = polA(δA(d)) for d ∈DA.

We obtain an edc strategyδA ∶ A + //A∥A in which δA ∶
DA → A⊥∥A∥A sends a prime to its top element. The edc strategy
δA forms a comonoid with counit� ∶ A + //∅.

The duplication strategyδA is deterministic iff no Opponent

moves inA are in immediate conflict,i.e. if x
a1

−Ð⊂ andx
a2

−Ð⊂ in
C(A) andpolA(a1) = polA(a2) = − thenx ∪ {a1, a2} ∈ C(A).
Given thatA is race-free,δA is deterministic iffA⊥ is deterministic
as an edc with polarity—a condition we calldeterministic for
Opponent. Under the condition thatA⊥ is deterministic, asδA is
a deterministic edc strategy it extends directly to a probabilistic
edc strategy with configuration-valuation having constantvalue
1. Then the probabilstic edc strategyδA forms a comonoid with
counit� ∶ A + //∅.
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